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Rice-Mele model: SSH model+sublattice potential.
Breaks chiral & inversion symmetry → ...charge pumping

Used in Chapter 1 to break chiral symmetry



  

Run a charge pump by making Rice-Mele parameters 
time-dependent (periodically)

Make hoppings v(t), w(t), onsite energies u(t) periodically time-dependent

1. Charge pumping in control freak
2. Notice topological pumping at edge
3. More general than control freak
4. Apply to general case



  

1. Charge pumping as a “control freak” means we always 
we know which dimer an electron is on 

Control freak: 
no hopping between dimers: 
v(t)=0 or w(t)=0, always.
→ Know where electron is
→ “Bucket brigade” for electrons



  

2. Shifting position in bulk → must shift energy at edge 
→ topological dispersion relation branches at edge



  

3. If this pump effect is topological, it must persist even if 
we don’t keep track of electrons (not control freak)



  

4. State transfer between bulk bands takes place at edge. 
Net no. of states transferred = Q topological invariant



  

Bulk topological invariant in charge pumping is Chern 
number 

● Proof 1: track “electron positions” using Wannier states
(today)

● Proof 2: integrate adiabatic current over timestep
(next week)



  

Polarization, Berry phase, Wannier states, 
charge pumping

needed to prove charge pumping
great tool for visualizing bulk processes

Main result:  
Wannier center = Berry phase, gauge independent mod 2pi

Interpret as Bulk Electric Polarization

+ Inversion symmetry quantizes polarization
+ Chiral symmetry quantizes polarization



  

Don’t confuse plane wave eigenstates 
with internal space states 

Eigenstates of bulk Hamiltonian: plane waves delocalized over whole lattice

amplitude of plane wave:

  Fourier transform,
  unit cell single coordinate

Example, Rice-Mele:



  

Wannier states are a set of tightly localized basis states 
that span the occupied band

projector to occupied 
subspace



  

Wannier states are obtained by Fourier transform, with 
arbitrary gauge function α(k)

gauge function α(k) can be used to make 
Wannier function tightly localized
(1D: can be exponentially localized)



  

Wannier center                          ≈position of charge 
= Berry phase of 

obtained by partial integration
j  gauge dependent (bulk polarization defined mod 1)∈ℤ gauge dependent (bulk polarization defined mod 1)
Agrees with intuitive result



  

Useful numerical tool to calculate Wannier centers is 
Resta’s unitary position operator 

Definition:

Respects periodic boundary condition
Unitary operator that shifts momentum

Connection to position:

(see discussion in quantum optics on “phase operator”)



  

Eigenvalues of the projected unitary position operator 
give the Wannier centers 

projection kills unitarity, → eigenstates not orthogonal, except N→ ∞

eigenvalues λ of XP give Wannier centers

W Wilson loop, Φ is Berry phase 



  

Chiral symmetry quantizes bulk polarization

Berry phase of lower band = Berry phase of upper band:



  

Chiral symmetry quantizes bulk polarization

Berry phase of lower band = Berry phase of upper band:

Elementary properties of Berry phase: 

Two options: bulk polarization 0 or ½ 



  

Bulk topological invariant in charge pumping using 
Wannier states

  Fully occupied band 
    = Slater determinant of plane waves
    = Slater det’nt of localized, equidistant Wannier states

  Wannier states gauge dependent, 
   Wannier state center = Berry phase, only up to n2pi



  

Using locally smooth gauge, calculate Wannier charge 
pumping via Stokes theorem → Chern number



  

Peer instruction questions
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